BLUE &
GRAY

VARIANTS

Expanded
Rules for the
BLUE &
GRAY®
Game

by Steve WinterTHE BLUE" GRAY· GAME IS A QUAD
game offour American Civil War battles that
are quick. tense. and fun to play : The
ANTIETAM'" Game. the CEMETERY
HILL'" Game. the CHICKAMAUGA'"
Game. and the SHll..OW- Game. Two play.
en can sit down and fight an entire battle in
less than two hours. The games are weD
balanced. and the outcome is usually hard to

predict. right up to the end of play.
While the games are fun to play. action
sometimes proceeds along lines very different from the historical events. The complexity level of the games is quite simpk:,
but garners desiring to recapture more of
the historical flavor of these battles may
wish to tinker with the rules and game bal·
ance. With that in mind. these optional rules

are offered to give more fleJibility and van·
ety to the games. In any rules questions be.
tween these optional variants and the game
rWes. the game rules apply.
'These variants are: a new combat re·
suits table and combat result. cavalry
movement. leaders and command rules.
and optional CHICKAMAUGA Game and
ANTIETAM Game rules.
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Combat and Cavalry Rule.
THE GAME'S COMBAT RESULTS TABLE WAS

taken almost whole from the NAPOLEON
AT WATERLOO'" Game and the venerable
BORODINQ* Game. While it works wen
for Napoleonic battles, it ignores the development that made the American Civil War
so different from the Napoleonic Wars: the
defender's firejXlwer advantage.
The game's· combat results table
(CRT) gives a 1: 1 attack even odds for success: three Defender Retreat results and
three Attacker Retreat results. The ratio of
DR and AR results shifts linearly as the
odds worsen or improve. But in the Civil
War, an assault against an equal foe usually
meant a bloody repulse (and sometimes destruction) for the attacker. The rifled musket had three times the killing range of the
smoothbore muskets carried by NajXlleon's
Grande Armee so that an infantryman in
1862 could fire at least three times as many
shots at an approaching enemy. This is an
overly simplified view of the situation, but it
does illustrate to some degree why evenodds assaults just don't work as wen.
To change this situation, the new CRT
requires at least 3:2 odds before the attacker has a roughly even chance to dislodge the defender. All of the odds from 1:1
and less become worse for the attacker
than they were in the original CRT. Odds of
2:1 and better remain the same.
Another major change is that the CRT
has been restructured for two-dice resolu·
tion of combat. The outcome of an attack is
still predictable enough to let the attacker
plan his assaults, but allows for an occasional surprise.
AttackerlDefender Shattered. Another combat result which is abstracted for
simpler play is a unit's remaining whole and
unscratched or else being entirely removed
from the field as an effective force. This has
far·reaching effects on the game, not the
least being the attacker's ability to launch a
lot of 1:1 attacks along a line to keep the enemy occupied. knowing that the worst combat result will be a mere rebuff.
Even worse is the game's optional disorder rule, which prohibits a unit from attacking or entering an enemy zone of
control after it suffers an Attacker Retreat
result. Large numbers of units were decimated in futile frontal attacks during the
war, but in the game, units very often must
make low-odds attacks to pin the enemy
while other friendly units make a heavy assault nearby. This sort of skirmishing certainly caused casualties, but it rarely led to
the complete disintegration of the attacking
units as the game's disorder rule does. To
simulate the traumatic effects of dislodgement without resorting to extremes, a new
42
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Revised Combat Results Table
Dice
Roll
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AR Attacker Retreat
AS Attacker Shattered
AE Attacker Eliminated

AS

OS

AS

AE

AR
EX

EX

AS

DR Defender Reueat
DS Defender Shattered
DE Defender Eliminated

combat result is needed: Attacker Shattered and Defender Shattered (AS, DS).
A shattered unit has generally taken
many casualties and has very low morale.
Its combat effectiveness is drastically reduced, but it is still a cohesive unit. A shattered unit must retreat the same as if the
combat result was AR or DR. In addition,
the unit's combat strength is reduced to
one·half of its full strength (round fractions
up). This condition can be recorded by placing a blank counter on top of the shattered
unit, by flipping the counter over and writing its half-strength value on the back, or by
placing a current strength chit from a game
that uses such mechanics (any GREAT

BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR'" game, the new WELLINGTON'S
VICTORY. Game, or others) on top of the
affected unit.
Shattered units never recover. Once a
unit is reduced to such a condition, it stays
at half strength for the rest of the game. If a
shattered unit receives another AS or OS
result, it is eliminated. If a unit is surrounded by enemy units or by enemy zones
of control so that it cannot retreat when suffering a combat result forcing a retreat, that
result becomes one step worse: DR becomes OS, and OS becomes DE (the
same applies to results of AR and AS).
If the combat result is EX (Exchange),
attacking units must lose at least as many
strength points as the total printed (or shattered> combat strengths of the eliminated
defending units. Attacking units that are
shattered with an Exchange result can hold
their ground, retreating only if the attacking
player so desires. Attacking units that are
not shattered in an Exchange result cannot
retreat.
Cavalry Movement. A cavalry unit that
spends the entire turn outside enemy

AS

AR

EX Exchange

zones of control has a movement allowance
of 9. If a cavalry unit expends more than 6
movement points during its move, it cannot
enter an enemy zone of control.

Leaders
WHILE TIlE GAME RECREATES MANY OF THE

conditions affecting the battles, one area
that these optional rules help simulate more
accurately is that of leaders and command
rules. The addition of leader counters has a
significant effect on the course of the four
battles being simulated, as it forces players
to keep their corps together.
Army- and corps·levelleader units are
used, as are some more divisional commanders in the SHILOH'" Game and the
ANTIETAM'" Game. Army commanders
are designated by three stars, corps commanders by two stars, and division commanders by one star. Leaders have 9
movement points. A leader can move out of
an enemy zone of control. but at the cost of
2 additional movement points (moving a
leader from an enemy
into a clear hex
costs 3 movement points). Each leader
counter contains the leader's name, unit
command, control rank. and command
number. the latter indicating the distance in
hexes that the leader can be from a unit he
is commanding. Leaders with parenthetical
command numbers do not give a combat b0nus to units they 're stacked with.
Corps and division leaders command all
units of their respective corps and divisions. While army leaders have no units directly under them, they can control any
units of their army. up to the limit set by
their command number. For example, Robert E. Lee (in the ANTIETAM'" Game)
has a command number of 4. Lee can con·
trol any four units of the Army of Northern
Virginia that are within four hexes of his
leader counter.

zoe

leader unit is not eliminated, the owning
player can move the leader to the nearest
unit under that leader's command. If no
units remain of that leader's command, the
leader unit is removed from play. An eliminated leader unit is worth victory points
equal to his command number; the victory
points apply toward the totals.

Army leaders can stack with any
friendly units. Corps and division leaders
can stack only with units under their command. their army leader, or an independent
unit. Leaders do not count toward the twounits-per-hex stacking limit.
Command Effects. All subordinate
units within a specified number of hexes of
their commander are in command. The
commander's radius is determined by his
command number. An enemy ZOC blocks a
line of command unless the enemy-controlled hex is occupied by a friendly unit.
The command status of all friendly
units is determined at the beginning of the
friendly movement phase. All units that are
in cornm.md at the beginning of the tum can
move and attack normally, even if their
movement takes them outside their commander's radius. Units that are out of command at the beginning of the tum have their
full movement allowance, but cannot move
into an enemy zone of control. A unit that is
out of command but in an enemy zone of
control must attack. but cannot advance after combat.

Replacing Leade r s. An eliminated
leader is replaced on any unit counter of his
command at the beginning of the next
friendly movement phase. Use the same
leader counter; this represents a subordinate commander of equal ability taking control of the units in the command. The
phasing player then rolls one die; if the result is less than the number of units remaining in that leader's command. the number of
units shown on the die are automatically out
ofcommand for that turn. The specific units
affected are chosen by the opposing player.
Only units of the eliminated leader's command can be affected. A unit that is stacked
with the leader can't be out of command.
Leaders in Combat. A unit can be in
one of three command conditions: out of
command, in command. or stacked with a
leader. If all of the units participating in an
attack are stacked with a Jeader, the attacker receives a combat bonus. If all the
attacking units are out of command, the defender receives a combat bonus.

Elimin ating Leaders. If a leader unit
is stacked with a combat unit that is eliminated during the game, the owning player
rolls one die. The leader unit is eliminated
on a roll of 1 (1 or 2, if the leader is surrounded by enemy units or ZOCs). If the
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Little Mac. To account for Gen.
George B. McClellan's indecisiveness in
the battle of Antietam, the Union player is
saddled with an artificial movement restriction: no more than 15 Union units can move
on the first tum, and only 10 units are allowed to move on subsequent turns. This
unrealistic restriction limits one of the better games in the quad.
Before starting the game, players
should place one unit from each of the following Union corps in the game in a small
cup or other container: n Corps, V Corps,
VI Corps, IX Corps, XII Corps, and
Pleasonton's Cavalry Division. Sixteen
blank gray counters from the counter mix
should be added to the cup and all the
counters should be mixed thoroughly.
On turn 1, only Hooker's Union 1 Corps
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Longstreet. Gen. James Longstreet's arrival from the East helped the
Confederates dominate the battle of Chickamauga. When the Longstreet counter arrives in the CHICKAMAUGA'" Game, it
assumes command over the left wing of the
Army of Tennessee, consisting of Buckner's and Hood's Corps. Longstreet functions as an army commander for these two
corps. Confederate units stacked with Polk
do not get a combat bonus.
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A combat bonus allows a player to alter
the dice roll for combat results by one. Mter the dice are rolled, the player with a
combat bonus can apply it to raise or lower
the number rolled on the dice by one, or
else not apply the bonus at aU. If the bonus
is used, the modified dice result is then applied to the combat. Combat bonuses cannot be carried over to another turn.
Artillery and cavalry units have no
leader units and are always in command.
Neither unit type ever benefits from being
stacked with a leader unit.
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zone of control at the beginning of a turn.
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Orders of Battle. The accompanying
chart ~sts the orders of battle for each of the
four quad games. Following each leader's
name is his set-up hex or turn of entry/hex
of entry. and a list of units under his command. The command numbers of some
leaders are in parentheses; these leaders
do not earn a combat bonus when stacked
with troops.
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When used in combination with the reguIar game rules. these optional rules change
the flow of the games without seriously disturbing their balance. The addition of the
3:2 odds column in the combat results table
makes the attacker's fight more difficult,
yet he gains an advantage if his forces can
be concentrated into attacks of 2:1 and 3:1
Coaledeaae Army
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poor odds.
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